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Salt, dill and pepper cured salmon

iNGrEDiENTS

1 or 2 fillets of salmon 
(about 300-500g)

50ml coarse salt 
(eg. rock salt in rough flakes)

1 Tbsp white sugar

1 tsp white pepper 
(or more if you like it a little spicier)

plenty of dill 
(enough to liberally cover your fillets

METhoD

We used a tail fillet section of salmon, it has no bones 

(in most cases). Make sure your salmon is fresh, caught 

recently and hasn’t been frozen, this dish is eaten raw,  

so freshness is very important.

Leave the skin on the fillet at this stage. 

Dampen a paper towel and wipe the salmon down.

Lay down some plastic wrap, enough to wrap the salmon 

up tightly when finished. Sprinkle a quarter of the salt on 

the wrap, place your first fillet skin side down onto the salt 

(or if you’re using just a single fillet cut in half lengthways 

and lay half skin side down).

Mix the sugar and pepper together and sprinkle half over 

the salmon, also sprinkle another quarter of the salt on 

top and cover liberally with dill, so that the salmon is pretty 

much hidden under it.

Sprinkle the remaining pepper and sugar on the other 

fillet, as well as anothe rquarter of the salt and place 

skinside up on top the first fillet (so that the two flesh sides 

pressed together). Press together firmly

Now sprinkle the remaining quarter or salt onto the up 

facing skin side, and wrap the salmon up tightly in the 

plastic wrap.

Place the salmon package onto a dish, put into the fridge 

with some sort of weight on top, another dish or a  

chopping board works well.

Leave in fridge  to cure and absorb flavours for 2 days.

After 2 days unwrap, remove skin and slice thinly. Serve 

as is or on crackers or Finnish Rye Bread (p56).

NoTES

Make sure the salmon is not frozen

Needs to cure for 2 days,  
so prepare ahead of time

You’ll need some sort of weight to 
place on the salmon fillets, a plate or 

chopping board works well


